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Abstract. We study the hopping mechanism of the vibron excitation transport in the simple 1D 
model of biological macromolecular chains. We supposed that the vibron interaction with thermal 
oscillations of the macromolecular structural elements will result in vibron self -trapping, and the 
formation of the partial dressed vibron state. With use of the modified Holstein polaron model, we 
calculate vibron diffusivity in dependence of the basic system parameters and temperature. We 
obtain that the vibron diffusivity smoothly decreases in non adiabatic limit when the strength of the 
vibron-phonon coupling grows. However this dependence becomes by discontinuous one in case of 
growth of the adiabaticity of the system. The value of the critical point depends of the system 
temperature, and at room temperatures it belongs to the low or intermediate coupling regime. We 
discuss an application of these results to study of vibron transport to 3D bundles of such 
macromolecules chains considering it as polymer nanorods and to 2D polymer films organized from 
such macromolecules. 
Introduction 
There exist rigid arguments that the hydrolysis of adenosine triphosphate is the universal 
mechanism providing energy for diverse biological processes such as photochemical reactions, 
cross –membrane ion transfer and signal transduction, muscle contraction, cellular mobility, and 
transport, to mention just a few [1]. All these processes involve protein molecules as mediators of 
the long distance energy transfer. According to recent research [2,3,4], vibron self-trapping (ST) in 
protein macromolecules, and other biological macromolecular chains (MCs), will result in creation 
of partially dressed rather than fully dressed small polaron state (for solitonic nature of energy ST 
when the potential well may induced  by local distortion of the molecular crystals, see e.g. [5]). As a 
consequence, the properties of ST vibron state may be quite different compared with the properties 
of the bare vibron excitation or fully dressed small polaron state. In fact, it was found that for the 
partially dressed vibrons there exist such values of the system parameters (critical values) for which 
the quasiparticle state abruptly changes from weakly dressed to heavy dressed, practically localized 
vibron state [2,3,6,7]. It was also found that the critical values of the system parameters are 
temperature dependent, and for some biological structures may belong to room temperature interval. 
This fact may significantly affect to the mechanism of the vibron motion through the MC. 
In the paper, we investigate the temperature dependence of the diffusivity of the dressed vibron 
excitation states in MC for various values of the basic system parameters. We supposed that quasi-
particle motion takes place via a sequence of random site–jumps, in each of which the quasiparticle 
hops to a first neighbor site of the MC. We also supposed that due to the vibron-phonon interaction, 
vibron ST process will results in formation of the partially dressed vibron states. 
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Model Hamiltonian and Polaron Picture in Macromolecular Chain 
As a theoretical basis, we consider Holstein molecular crystal Hamiltonian and take into account 
the vibron interaction with only optical phonon modes [8]. Latter assumption is justified because of 
the optical phonons play a crucial role in a process of the vibron dressing in hydrogen bonded MCs 
[9]. 
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where  ,  , 0R , N are respectively the vibron excitation energy, Planck constant, distance 
between two neighboring structural elements along the axis of MC and a number of structural 
elements, nA ( nA ) describes the presence (absence) of the vibron quanta on the n -th structure 
element of the macromolecular chain, qB ( qB ) creates (annihilates) phonon quanta with the 
frequency q , J  (~ -12 cm
-1
) is inter–site overlap integral, which characterizes the vibron transfer 
between neighboring structure elements in the chain, and *qq FF   is the vibron –phonon coupling 
parameter which governs the character of vibron ST states. 
In order to find the most favorable vibron state, we follow the procedure which is described in 
[3]. Shortly, we reached partially dressed polaron picture with use of of the modified Lang –Firsov 
unitary transformation (MLFUT) for the Hamiltonian (1). Partial dressing approach can cover the 
entire region of the parameter space: from non adiabatic to adiabatic limits. It also can include the 
intermediate and weak coupling regimes [10]. From technical viewpoint, the method based on using  
of the MLFUT is variational method where the variational parameters determine the participation of 
the each phonon mode to the quasiparticle dressing. Doing so, we consider the variational method 
with single variational parameter, 10    [3, 10], which is especially useful to derive the results 
due to its simplicity. This parameter may be used as a measure of the degree of the vibron dressing. 
In order to account for the influence of the thermal fluctuations on the properties of the ST vibron, 
we apply a simple mean field approach, based on the averaging of the transformed Hamiltonian 
over the phonon subsystem. An optimal state of the entire system in this case corresponds to a 
minimum of free energy for the system of MC, which we estimated by means of the Bogoliubov 
variational theorem [11]. According to the Bogoliubov theorem, the upper bound of the free energy 
for the system: 
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is the parameter (depending on variational parameter δ), which characterizes the degree in which 
the vibron distorts the lattice and the lattice feedback on the vibron. In order to investigate the 
process of the vibron exciton transfer in MCs, we modify the model, developed by Holstein [8]. We 
supposed that vibron exciton can move along the MC by successive jumps from one to its first 
neighbor site in the chain. These jumps are accompanied by the emission or absorption of a number 
of phonons. In that case, the probability of the vibron jump to a neighboring MC site is: 
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where integrals 1I  and 2I  have  the form: 
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The further calculations should be made in terms of two independent dimensionless parameters: 
adiabatic parameter B , determining the character of the lattice deformation engaged in the polaron 
formation and coupling constant S  [2,3]. In the case when quasiparticle interacts with non 
dispersional optical phonon modes, they become: 0/2 JB  , and 0/ bES   (where 
0
2 / FEb   is the lattice deformation energy, and 
*
qq FFF  ). Finally, vibron relative 
diffusivity is determined as 
0
1

 nn
P
D  [8] in dimensionless form. 
Summary  
The results obtained with use of the partial dressing method are presented on the Fig.1. and Fig.2. 
From Fig.1. one can see that a dependence of the variational parameter   (i.e. vibron dressing) on 
system parameters in non adiabatic limit indicates that here we can get strongly dressed vibron –
polaron quasiparticle. Only in the weak coupling or for intermediate coupling regimes, one can get 
slightly lower quasiparticle dressing. But with the growth of the system temperature, quasiparticle 
dressing increases. With increasing of B , and for low or intermediate values of S  the degree of the 
vibron dressing rapidly decreases (here we have slightly dressed vibron states). The dependence of 
the variational parameter   is continuous function of S  for B  which belong to under –critical area 
of adiabatic parameter. But when B  reaches the critical value,   abruptly changes at the point CS . 
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Fig.1. The dependence of the variational parameter (i.e. vibron dressing) on the vibron-
phonon coupling strength, for various temperatures and adiabatic parameter. 
For the same values of the system parameters, relative diffusivity (i.e. the probability of the 
vibron hopping) significantly decreases with the growth of S  (Fig.2.). The shape of the )(SD  curve 
is smooth for under –critical values of B , and when CBB   it suffers interruption (relative 
diffusivity abruptly decreases). The decreasing trend of )(SD  curve can be understood as a 
consequence of the increasing of vibron dressing when S  grows. In the same time, diffusivity 
increases with the increasing of B . This behavior agrees with commonly adopted picture that in 
non adiabatic limit lattice deformation can capture quasiparticle and here we have strongly dressed, 
practically immobile quasiparticle, localized to one lattice site. Finally, it is interesting to remark 
that the vibron diffusivity decreases with the growth of the temperature for fixed values of ),( BS , 
when S  belongs to low or intermediate coupling regimes. At the first sight, this result is in 
contradiction with one  obtained by Holstein [8], where non adiabatic polaron diffusivity increases 
with temperature. But, results in [8] are valid in non adiabatic and strong coupling regimes only. 
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Fig.2. The dependence of the vibron hopping diffusivity on the vibron-phonon coupling 
strength, for various temperatures and adiabatic parameter. 
Due to the fact that the difference among the values of the transfer integral which determines the 
vibron hopping along the single MC, and the transfer integral which determines the vibron hopping 
between two chains in complex structure, it is possible to occur that the vibron exciton can have 
high mobility only in one direction, while it is practically immobile in other directions.  
It is very interesting to extend the results of this study of vibron localization and  transport from 
single protein-like MC both to 3D bundle as polymer nanorod  and to 2D polymer film of such MC. 
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